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ORIENTATION DAY

CUP condemns RRCC student council
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Life at Red River can be a blast, so why
not find out more about what you'll be
in for by attending Student Orientation
Day in the South Gym. Various
sections of the college will be on
display with all sorts of information for
you. There will be lots of
knowledgeable people milling about
and free coffee and donuts if you have
an appetite. So find out what's what at
Red River by giving Orientation Day a
shot. You'll be a better person for it.

L.R.C.
Canada Employment Center
Phys. Ed.
Health Center
Co-op Credit Union
Coffee and Donuts

it

by Burton Robson

In a summer conference of
the Western Region of
Canadian University Press,
the RRCC Students'
Association council was
condemned for their political
take — over of the college
paper The Projector.
Canadian University
Press (CUP) is a national
organization composed of 47
major Canadian university
and college papers, including
the U of M and U of W
student publications. It

valuable
inter — campus news and
feature service to its members,
and national advertising
through the CUPowned Media
Services.
Last Apr ► a, when the RRCC
student council took editorial
control of The Projector the
entire editorial staff and
current writers of the student
paper resigned in protest and
created Free Times.
was a
The Projector
member of CUP but ceased to
be recognized as a "member in
good standing" by CUP after

provides

a

the take — over. The Red River
SA chose to pull The Projector
out of the organization.
On August 1,1981, student
representatives from the
Western Region of CUP met
in Winnipeg for a summer
conference. A motion was
passed recognizing Free Times
as the official student
newspaper of Red River, while
condemning The Projector as
a "scab newspaper" and a
"council run PR rag."
Another motion was passed,
instructing CUP Media
Services not to allow national
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Free Times
'Rod ItIvor Contolty College's ladepeadost stedosts' newspaper

Bruce Johnson

Maximum financial aid to
community college students
has been increased by up to
$2,000
per
applicant,
according to Education
Minister Keith Cosens.
It was also announced that
Manitoba will operate its own
loan program in addition to
the Canada Student Loans
program.
bursary
ursary
assistance has been increased
so ancommunity
ommu
f e e
oe g in ibtlye college
student is now el igible
up
to $3,370 in bursary and
$2,370 in loan assistance.
Student aid has not

Panty Hose Sale

-

experienced increases for at
least five years.

One Size All Sheer
Disguise
Knee Highs

Reg.

Sale

1.39
2.59
.89

1.09
2.19
.79

Student expense allowances
are now $72.50 a week for
students living at home on
$99.50 a week for independent
students.
Cosens said that almost $6
million has been budgeted for
student aid in 1981-82, an 8.4
ner cent increase.
"Through these increases,

Available at The Crazy Ox until Sept. 19

The Crazy Ox try,
Mall Level, Bldg. C

Canadian university and:
college student associations. I
CFS supports Free Times
and recognizes it as the
legitimate student newspaper
on campus. The organization '
has also declared The
Projector as a council house
organ.
CFS works for students by

lobbying the government on
student
related
issues,
including student financial aid
and program funding.
Therefore, it is seen as a
political organization by the
RRCC SA, and not worthy of
their membership.

More Student Aid

1

Sugarless Breath Savers
from Lifesavers
Sale ends Sept. I8/8i, so get
yours while they last.

council was formally censured
by the Canadian Federation Of
Students (CFS) for their
political take — over of the
student paper The Projector.
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The Red River student
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COOL YOUR
MOUTH

Peppermint
Spearmint
Wintergreen
Cinnamon

by Burton Robson

Association brought forward a
motion at the spring
conference of CFS (formerly
the National Union of
Students) in Lethbridge,
stating that freedom of the
press at RRCC had been
denied to the students by
council.
CFS
is
an
organization comprised of

Brought to you by your Student's Association

to the operating budget of a
student newspaper.
The SA will publish a
newspaper this year with the
Communications Director
being responsible for
appointing all editorial staff.
He will have complete control
of editorial content.
welcomes
Free Times
submissions from all students
of Red River and promises to
protect the student's right to a
free press.

CFS censures SA action

The U of W Students'

South Gym
Friday, September 11
9 a.m. - 11 a.m.
lh•Sa

advertising to appear in a
newspaper which does not
to
according
operate
democratic principles.
was
Free
Times
unanimously voted in as a
prospective member of CUP.
National advertising will also
be recieved by Free Times
from CUP Media Services.
CUP -president John
Parsons later visited the SA
The
offices to inform
Projector that it would not
recieve national advertising
from Media Services. National
advertising contributes greatly

Summer's over and they're coming
woodwork! Welcome to the chaos.

out of the

we hope to meet the growing
financial needs of the student
population," Cosens said.
Assessment of student assets
has also been changed. The
first $500 worth of assets will
be exempt, and 100 per cent of
the remainder will be assessri.
Formerly, 50 per cent of all
assets were assessed.
For a student with 31000

worth of stereo equipment,
nothing will change. The
previous plan would have
assessed half the stereo's value
, or $500, and the new system
makes the first $500 exempt, ,
with 100 per cent of the rest
assessable. Students with more
than $1,000 worth of assets
will thus be penalized by the
change, while those with less
than $1,000 are expected to
benefit under the new plan.
Cosens claims this change
will benefit 72 per cent of
students with assets.
In addition, motor vehicle
values will be determined by
using wholesale rates, as
opposed to the previouslyused retail rate.
The deadline for student aid
applications from university
sttidents was June 30. Students
in community colleges have
until 30 days from the start of
their
course. - Students
attending only one term must
apply within one week of the
start of the term.
Applications received after
the deadlines will be
considered for Canada
Student Loans only.
Other changes have been ,
made to the Student Aid
program.
For
more
information, get in touch with
the Winnipeg Student Aid
office at 452-3100, or drop in
to the Red River.' Student Aid
office on the ma in floor of'
building C.

a free stades* press
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Ther'
e s only one
student newspaper
year history of the paper.
Meanwhile a letter to the
editor, published in an
October issue of The Projector
concerning an editorial on
nornography and contained a
four letter word. The letter•
was published in the editorial
section of the paper.
Following the publication of
the letter and the editorial on
pornography, then SA
president Rick Popel and viceNow, you may wonder,
"Why have two president Steve Dawson
newspapers?", or you may ask (current president) told the
"Who are the people putting Projector staff that the SA
out the Free Times?" "Who might close them down if a
similar incident were to occur.
puts out The Projector?"
The publications board,
Well, read on.
The majority of staff designed to handle complaints
members were journalism of this nature, was
students. The editors of the sidestepped.
paper were elected by those • Late last winter, a story was
who participated in putting the printed in The Projector which
quoted a college employee as
paper out.
The editorial staff of The saying "...there's no f---ing
Projector and the Students' way that Hudsons Bay
Association, the publisher, vending is going to tell the
had a publications board to government what to do " ,
handle problems about the to describe a conflict that was
paper. The board consisted of brewing in administration.
Projector staff, student
There were slight
council members and an grumblings from the SA over
impartial person, agreed upon the article, but not over the use
by both SA and Projector of the word f---, but because
staff. The board met the story created a strain
infrequently though, arid most between the SA and college
problems were handled administration. Again, the
through direct confrontation publications board was not
between the SA and Projector. used to air the complaint.

Ann
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were present at the meeting,
although they had not been
informed that the motion was
being presented.

Both sides in the dispute,
however, agreed that there
were problems in
communications between the
SAand the paper, so an ad hoc
committee was formed,
consisting of council and
Projector members, to create a
more effective publications
board.
The committee was also
mandated to present
recommendations to council at
the next council meeting on
April 28.
But the next meeting wasn't
held on the scheduled date. It
was called almost one month
early, on March 31. The ad
hoc committee had agreed on
some points but they did not
have a final proposal
prepared.
According to many council
members, president Rick
Popel had been lobbying
privately for support of the
original motion, which had
already failed.
Accused at the time of
performing unconstitutional
acts, Popel replied, "I can do
what I want ... as long as they
don't have to read the crap
you (the reporter) put out."
"He had a list of everyone
At a student council meeting who was at the last meeting.
on March 24, 1981, a motion He was asking them all
was put on the floor which confidentially how they felt,"
would have radically changed said councillor Scott Wilson,
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the editorial structure of The
Projector.The motion was to
dissolve the publications
board and then replace the
editor of the paper with a
member of the SA executive.
It stated that the • board had
not been successful
in
handling complaints and that
installing a member of the SA
executive would guard against
liabelous articles being
printed. - The motion,
engineered by president Popel,
failed at the meeting.
Members of the Projector
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The former Projector staff
banded together and produced
one issue of the Free Times
last year, a student newspaper
which is democratically run by
students of the college' without
student government
interference and providing an
assessment of, as well as a
report of,news on campus.

lobbying council members
violates the president's
position as neutral chair of the
meeting.
The ad hoc committee met
again, but did not come to a
satisfactory compromise.
Council members were now in
favor of having a member of
the SA executive in editorial
control of the student funded
paper, but members of the
Projector felt improvements
could be made without such
drastic measures.

The local media were quick
to pick up on the issue, calling
it a political takeover. Staff of
the Free Times immediately
circulated a petition in protest
of council's actions, but the
petition, with over 600
signatures fell on deaf ears.
With the support of
Canadian University Press
(CUP), its members (including
the student papers at the U of
W and U of M), advertisers

On Tuesday, April 28, 1981,
council met again. Projector
editor Burton Robson was
present, but was asked to leave
when a council member asked
that the meeting be held in
camera. Several other students
who were not members of
council also had to leave.
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Shadows_
of
doubt
concerning the possibility of a
special student transit fare
have surfaced again.
Reduced rates would have,
for the first time, singled out
post secondary students as
special status riders.
In recent weeks, the
combined efforts of the three
student associations in
Winnipeg culminated when
the reps had their day in court
( city hall).
Led by Jim Rigby, president
of the University of Manitoba,
the groups presented
chairperson John Angus of the
works and operations
committee with three lists of
support documents and
proposals.
Rigby's proposal was a
seven-page, comprehensive
document, John Hutton,
president of the University of

Winnipeg came equipped with
a ten-page proposal and Red
River's support came in the
form of a four paragraph
note.
Commenting on their
proposal position, Rigby said
that although nothing was
definite, city council appears
to be more understanding of
the plight of students, and
many on council seem to be
leaning in favor of the
students.
Hutton said the proposals
had been stalled because the
Winnipeg Transit officials
hadn't considered all the
possibilities.
Steve Dawson, student
president of Red River was
unavailable for comment.
The first proposal submitted .
bus passes to calsformnthy
be sold on campus to students
for $15, a saving of $5.
The second proposal calls
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Red River began the school
year without the services of a
permanent program coordinator following the SA
executive's decision to fire Ed
Schwartz in August.
Schwartz, whose responsibilities included the organization of all college entertainment, reacted with stunned
surprise when he reported for
work August 10th only to be
informed by Don Hillman, the
Students' Association busi-

ness manager, that he no
longer had a job.
Schwartz had served as •
program co-ordinator for 11
months and was in the process
of booking socials and beer
bashes for the upcoming year
when the SA executive decided
to oust him.
He said in an interview that
the firing came as a total surprise because he had no previous indication from councilors about their

\\
. •

Walk for refugees
The motion replaced the
editor of The Projector with
the Communications Director,
a member of the SA executive.
It also abolished the
publications board. As editor
of the paper, the
Communications Director is
now empowered to appoint all
staff members for the paper,
ending the democratic
structure of the previous
paper.

After an emergency staff
meeting
was held, the staff of
"I guess he wanted to know • The Projector
what he was up against. When unanimously that theyagreed
could
he found out how they felt, he not work under the newlychecked their names off, with formed structure.
a 'yes' or 'no' beside them." .
The result of the passing of
the motion, which in effect
ended the positions of the
editorial staff of paper, was
the resignation of the
Projector staff, including: coeditor Allen Banting, News
editor Penni Mitchell,
Entertainment editor — Kathi
Thorarinson, Sports editor
Jim Bender and over 25
writers.
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Students are coming under the crunch from higher bus fares this year. In the
effort to obtain a price reduction the student councils from two universities
have united to lobby city hall.
straight
10-cent Winnipeg Transit and operate
for
a
reduction for students when as a vendor, making a profit
from the students.
they get on the bus.
John Angus, in shelving the
Proposal three calls for the
advance purchase of a special proposals, said "Pending
four-month pass for $60, a $20 further investigation, the $20
bus pass was still a good
saving.
Proposal four calls for each deal."
The student associations are
campus to buy the tickets from

by Phil Mowatt

y .fre Ilbetnn

•

by Frank Winkler

now
making
counterproposals for city council(
preparing for the next
meeting.
However, as Rigby said,
"It's now in transit's court we have to wait
an
official response and work
from there."

Former Program Director bitter over firing
G

.

Campus proposal still
being considered by city hall
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An incomplete ad hoc
proposal was put forward, but
failed. Then Popel's editorial
control motion came forward
again and failed for the seond
time, with only two votes of
support.
Then vice-president Steve
Dawon complained at the
meeting that Popel's

....... :

so ..' ..• "L.. ;T.

•

funded partially from student
fees, (S16,000 last year) the SA
wanted editorial control of the
student paper.
staff
The
Projector
maintained that the paper
should remain in the control of the students who paid for
the paper through their
student fees, and worked to
put the paper together.
They also maintained that
the editors of the paper were
schooled in journalism and
aware of libel laws. There have
been no libel suits in the ten-
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Echtor fired, staff quits, politicians take over- campus turmoil
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As publisher, the SA could
be held liable for remarks
published in the paper. And,
because The Projector was
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If you're new to Red River,
you may be surprised to see
two newspapers on campus.
One paper, The Projector,is .
put out by the student
government.
The paper you are reading is •
run democratically by students
at Red River, and safeguards
the right of students to a free
press.
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and support from students and
administration of the college,
the Free Times will continue to
publish bi-monthly, until the
Students' Association gives
the students paper back to the
students. Currently, the
Projector is operating with
funding directly levied from
students on campus, while the
Free times receives no direct
student funds.
Ideally, the staff of the Free
Times and the 600 students
who signed the petition last
year, would like the student
newspaper to be autonomous
from the student government
to ensure that editorial
takeovers do not become an
annual event.
If this year's council refuses
to yield to students' demands
for a free press, a referendum
could be held, to enable
students of the college to have
direct input into the decisionmaking which until now, has
been reserved for less than a
handful of SA members in the
offices of the Students'
Association.

asking the provincial and
A Winnipeg Walkathon for
federal governments to match
El Salvador refugees is being
funds that are raised.
held on Sunday October 4th,
The civil war in El Salvador
starting at Vimy Ridge Park at
has over the past two years
9:00 a.m.
The 20 km. walk is being seen over 20,000 killed an
sponsored by the Manitoba and forced another 300,000 to
Association of Student flee their communities. The
Councils (MASC), CUSO, the 6 refugee camps are crowded,
NDP Educational Committee and unable to provide
on El Salvador, The YMCA adequate food, clothing and
shelter largly due to the
and Oxfam.
Money raised during the governments in El Salvador
!walk will provide El and Honduras, who refuse to
assist the refugees. Subject ,to
Salvadorian refugees with
food, clothing and shelter. terrorism used by a military
They will be used to foster self government, refugees are
>ufficiency and develop small subjected to constant
harassment , kidnappings and
production units.
Refugee programs are even massacred as they flee
their Central American
already being sponsored by the
homeland.
YMCA, Oxfam and CUSO.
Mexico, Costa Rica and
Oxfam, for example is
developing
all
Belize,
supporting a dairy farm that
countries themselves, are
will provide milk for 15,000 to
20,000 children in one of the • struggling to provide the El
refugees. with
Salvador
camps.
supplies as well.
Sponsorers of the walk are

a tree strident press

•

dissatisfaction with his work
performance.
"If council thought I wasn't
doing enough work nobody
said anything to me about it,"
he said. "They just abruptly
decided to fire me."
Student president Steve
Dawson was unavailable for
however
comment.
Mark Comeau
treasurer
told the Free Times that the
unanimous decision to fire
Schwartz was made because
last year's social program was
"too repetitive" and "lacking
in depth."
He continued: "Ed had a lot
of good qualities but statements made in his job performance reviews indicated that
his performance was unsatisfactory." Comeau stated
that Schwartz's failure to
bring more special events into
this year's program was the
major reason for firing him.
Early last year Schwartz put
on a ski show at the college,
which had been previously
unheard of at Red River.
According to Comeau
though, the special events
included the booking of guest
speakers, which was done in
previous years but
discontinued last year due to
lack of attendance.
Schwartz's job appraisals
were written by business
manager Don Hillman, also an
employee of the association,
who is responsible for
evaluating all paid SA
employees. However, the final
decision to fire an employee
rests with the executive -

council's elected officers.
During an interview, Schwartz expressed bitter disgust
executive's
the
towards
rationale for firing him
without previous discussion of
shortcomings in the social
program.
"The new council is full of
piss and vinegar and they
don't know what they're
doing," he said."My six month appraisal indicated that my
programs needed 'sprucing
up' but I had a hard time
judging just what they wanted
from me."
Schwartz returned to the SA
office one week after his firing
to protest the manner of his
dismissal but the original

decision remained firm.
According to Comeau, the
abrupt departure of the program co-ordinator is "not
expected to make any difference to the students," since
most social events until
Christmas have already been
booked by Schwartz.
In the meantime, the coordinator's job is being temporarily filled by former Crazy
Ox manager Jan Fedoruk,
who also worked as a bookkeeper for the SA. She is being
assisted by student vicepresident Tim Tymko.
A decision for a permanent
replacement for Schwartz is
expected to be made by council near the end of September.
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Council disregards press freedom: Uniter
To the Members of the
FREE TIMES,
On behalf of The Uniter,the
student newspaper at the
University of Winnipeg, we
would like to offer our
support in your struggle to be
the true "student press" on
your campus. As members of
Canadian University Press we
believe that the Red River
Community College Student
Council has violated the
C.U.P. statement of principles
in every way. Through their
actions, the student council

has shown total disregard for
the underlying principles of
the student press .
One of the goals of a
student press is, and should
always be to achieve financial
and editorial freedom from a
student council. A campus can
best be served only by a
student newspaper which is
truly autonomous, since one
of the objectives of the student
press is to be the watchdog on
the campus and to report
fairly and without bias on any

subject which may influence
or interest the students, including the activities of the
student government. A paper
which is controlled both
financially and editorially by a
council cannot hope to achieve
this objective, as the constant
pressures and demands made
by council will eventually
reduce the effectiveness of the
student newspaper to that of a
"house organ".
The Uniter has not merely
paid lip service to these prin-

ciples; we have shown our very
strong support by allowing full
use of our production office
and facilities. Members of our
own paper have co-operated in
everyway to help with the
production of the Free Times.
It is important that the
Red River
students at
College be made aware of the
issues surrounding the actions
of the council and the injustices that have been committed. Active student support
can be shown by petitioning

the student council to strike
the chains which have been
placed on the ersatz student
newspaper called the Projector, and fully supporting the

Free Times.

Until the Free Times
achieves its rightful place on
campus, the Uniter will not
recognize the scab paper The
Projector as the voice of the
students.

In Solidarity,

The Uniter staff.

New TV system: a $30,000 ripoff
The age of Orwell's
telescreens began at Red River
last June with the Students'
Association's new TV monitor
system becoming fully
operational.
After extensive lobbying by
the Students Association (SA)
business manager Don
Hillman, the SA decided to
spend $30,000 of student
funds on the seven monitors,
as a solution to informational
problems at the college. The
decision, made over the
summer of 1980, remains a
hallmark of council's despotic
style of government - showing
the same respect for
democratic student input as a
South American junta does
for its peasants. No member
of the student body was
consulted before the decision
was made.

As a consequence of the
decision, students are being
forced to pay $5,000 over five
years for the system and have
already endured severe
cutbacks in other areas. The
Projector, formerly the
student newspaper on campus
and now an SA controlled
paper, was one of the favorite
targets and was reduced to a
bi-monthly publishing
schedule from a weekly
publication. Council would
later complain that students
weren't getting enough
information on college-related
events.
But other areas suffered
along with the Projector,
notably sporting and social
programs. The number of
socials held during the year
was reduced and difficulties
were encountered by the

former program co-ordinator
to obtain affordable bands.
(see: Schwartz firing story)
With all these sacrifices
being made in the name of
'progress', one can only hope
that students will receive their
money's worth.
The new system's character
generating unit has a storage
capacity of up to 1,600
character units, reducing its
effectiveness to broadcasting
only short messages. Moreover, if one piece of
information is missed, the
viewer must stand and wait
until the entire message circuit
has repeated itself.
What the SA failed to
consider in its rush toward
high technology, was that a
simpler, more effective
solution was at hand — a
system entailing little financial
sacrifice to the students. They
had only to look as far as the

The University of Winnipeg Students' Association Presents:

-FilmsMulticultural Film Festival - Sept. - March Popular Film Series- Sept. - March
Children's Film Festival - Sept. - April

NFB Retrospective Series - Jan.- April

-Concert SeriesJan and Chamber at Noon - Oct.- March
-JR77

Series-

-Folk Series-

-FestivalsExposure '82 "Pioneers of the New Old Age" - March 1-5

by Phil Montt

Fall Festival - Sept. 21-25

* Mime * Dance * Comedy Cabarets * Speakers
. . . and much more.
For more where and when information call
University of Winnipeg Students Association

786-7811 ex 35
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Meanwhile, back in reality
I am the almighty crusader of justice. I am the protector of
the democratic system. I am the righter of wrongs, the
exposer of corruption, the voice of the people. I am a
journalist. I am Jane's big toe.
The nights are long, the work is hard. I care not for myself,
I do it for the oppressed. Selfishness is replaced by the total
commitment to informing the masses, making them aware of
the evil that lurks in the dark galleries and mind of the powers
that be. My blood is a chemical concoction of caffeine,
nicotine and amphetamines. My hands shake a never ceasing,
rhythmless jitter. But do I care? No. I do it for the good of
the world. Freedom of the press always triumphs. Chickens
like sunbathing at the beach.

grim fairy tales
So tell me, what's your favorite myth about journalists? Do
you believe we carry steno pads in our back pockets, work
every waking hour of the day, type 80 words a minute and
watch Lou Grant every week? Or perhaps you believe we can
expose corruption where ever found? Or maybe (this is my
favourite) that we can protect our sources without fear of
criminal prosection.
If you believe one or any of these popular illusions then
perhaps you're really better off watching Mary Tyler Moore
reruns. Everything always turns out peachy keen in the model
newsroom of the American nation and us back here in reality
hate to upset your comfy dreams.
If you believe freedom of the press really exists then you
better hide your false teeth from the tooth fairy cause she
really exists too.
"Well holy beejeepers," you might say "you mean Lois
Lane and Jimmy Olson can't really be. Oh deal ."Well facts
are facts. And the facts add up to something that ain't so
pretty. Freedom of the press cannot truly be found.

the age of "muckraking"
Now that I've made such a daring accusation maybe I
better explain myself.
Earlier in this century North America went through a phase
called the "muckraking era". "Muckraking is a neat little
term I learned in public relations class that used to describe
the time when exposing crime an corruption, especially in big
business, became the vogue. Business suffered under the
vicious keys of the investigative reporters' typewriter, careers
were ruined, companies were destroyed, but the people were
the victors because they had been informed, they knew the
truth.
Upon examination of this era one will also discover that
many of the myths surrounding journalists and free presses
are created here and die here. The so called modern journalist
finds life a little more difficult. The modern journalists often
find that s/he has more restraints than freedoms.
To start with that little bit about sources of information
being protected, and protected by law, is one very big misconception. A journalist, his/her editor and the publisher must

bear all responsibility for sources. If, for example, some big
mafia hood should get ahold of an ambitious journalist and if
that journalist writes the story and then refuses to give the
name of his/her source to the police when they come
knocking at the door then she/he could quite possibly go to
jail. So could the publisher.
Stories appearing in our modern "free press" must be
documented backwards, forwards and upside down. One
undocumented fact, regardless if that fact is simply common
knowledge could make a writer criminally liable.
Freedom of the press was and to a certain extent is such a
popular idea that everyone wants to get into the act. Everyone
wants to tell the newspapers what to print, the TV what to
show and the radio what to broadcast. And it is through this
"let's all get into the act" attitude that the free press is being
strangled like one might crush the windpipe of a newborn
infant.

witholding money and freedom
The advertisers want their say, so does the government. If
they don't get their way then neither does anyone else.
Prime example, Procter and Gamble. They decided they
were going to rid television of its violence and corruption. So
they aren't going to advertise unless they get their way. P & G
is one of the largest advertisers, if not the largest advertiser in
North America. They spend millions of dollars a year. If they
cut off their cash they can do damage and they know it.
Without cash how do you print a paper or broadcast a TV
show? Hence, we have the strangling mentioned only a few
brief paragraphs ago.
Governments always seem to be able to provide a little
misery to the free press. Again the journalist must document
everything and the government denies everything.
Police often like assistance in withholding information to
"aid investigation". And every press room across the
continent is swamped with all sorts of letters and pleas to
support a cause or mention a charity.
So many demands and restraints are placed on the modern
media that the free press newspaper is a colletion of nifty
stories and features carefully selected for their tameness and
lack of upsetability. The last thing any newspaper needs is
another restraint or source of influence.

...and us?
So what do we have at Red River Community College?
Another restraint, another influence, another twist in the
strangling cord.
If any sort of freedom or dignity in the press at RRCC is to
exist then the direct connection and control of the Projector
by the Students' Association should be severed. In order to
maintain any objectability a journalist needs space. Another
restraint on top of the multitude of restraints allows no room
to breathe or think. Freedom of the press is already dead It's
time to revive it.
Even the dead have dignity.

Allen Banting

a free Medea* poets

a free snag* press
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grads"; a message reflecting a
two city universities.
The U of M is over 10 times compositional bias within
larger than RRCC campus yet council ranks while ignoring
it keeps its students informed graduating students from
by posting daily bulletins other courses. (The vast
throughout the UMSU majority of the SA is
(student's union) building. composed of Business Admin
Likewise, the U of W students)
But with the sets under SA
publishes a daily bulletin
called the "Unitergram" to control, they also come under
facilitate the information the domineering influence of
the man who has worked
flow.
These bulletins inform the through cunning measures to
student about relevant daily extend his personal power
information at a glance, through the college.
Over the past four years
without the bother of waiting
Don Hillman's influence has
for the TV screen to finish its
run through the entire Buffalo spread like a virulent cancer
luncheon special. They have through the entire student
body. Himself a paid
an additional advantage in
•
employee,
Hillman has the
that they never break down.
It is sad that Hillman and power to supervise paid SA
crew did not have the wit to employees along with enjoying
realize this when they nearly complete freedom to
purchased TV's designed for spend student money in areas
home rather than industrial where he sees fit. During the
use — a system inviting past year he extended his rule
mechanical failure.
to the Crazy Ox and tightened
More important, the new
financial control on the
system brings Orwell's teleProjector.
screen idea a little closer to our
Hillman,
an
unelected
own lives by placing the officer, represents students on,
central information system in many college committees and
the hands of a tiny clique has on occasion withheld
within the student government information from elected
office. But unlike a true students. He is known for his
communication system, the advocacy of a council
TV's offer no chance for the controlled newspaper and
student to interact as in the signed the order to have the
manner of a newspaper. The staff locked out of the
bulk of the student body is in Projector office.
effect, shut out from a system
Now Hillman has another
designed for their benefit.
toy to play with as the
Students last year had the prestigious TV system extends
opportunity to witness a small his influence deeper into the
sampling of SA bias when the college. He must be pleased
system was being set up at the with himself for having gained
end of the school year. A cute
favor with the administration
message flashed across the by relieving them of thescreen saying "congratula- burden of paying for an
tions to all Business Admin information system.

;tic", a:174.
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From A to B to RRCC: transport and parking

True SA facts
A real bunch of practical
jokers, the SA is known for
playing numerous pranks on
students.
One of the funniest stunts
pulled off in years happened
last spring ,when the SA locked
out theProjector staff, fired
the editor, and replaced him
with a buffoon.
What a great bunch of guys!
The SA, as you can guess, is
the governing student body on
campus responsible for
running various student
activities and making basic
decisions affecting , the
students at Red River.
The SA desperately needs
intelligent, responsible people
to serve on council! A chronic
problem faced by council over
the years has been general
student apathy which
manifests itself in the SA by a
high level of stupidity and

•
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sloth.
Some council members like
vice-president Tim Tymko
deserve special commendation
for the hard work they do
while others could easily be
replaced by eggplants.
Council meets roughly every
month and is required to meet
at least ten times per year.
Students are usually welcome
to attend these meetings.
(except when council votes to
fire the student paper editor)
Elections will be held before
October 6, 1981 to determine
vacant council positions. If
you are interested in sitting on
council and feel you have ideas
to better the plight of students,
drop in to the SA office near
the cave and talk to one of the
council members and
hopefully you'll still be
interested.

If you are sitting in the
college reading this student
paper, it is too late to tell you
how to get here, but not too

RRCC

real practical joker, student president Steve Dawson, contemplates
a new season of gags.
A

LRC and are posted at the
bottom of the stairs leading to

late to tell you where to go .. .
get home!
There are four ways to make
your way to RRCC. You can
walk, take a bus, ride your
bike, or drive here in a car/gas
pool.
ONE RULE: Use the same
method of transportation
going home as you did getting
here. i.e. Don't leave your car
here and walk home.
course,
there
is
Of
Winnipeg's rapid (snicker)
transit. It's okay. A Notre
Dame/King
Edward,
Logan/King Edward or
Grant/King Edward will get
you downtown and then you
are on your own. Bus
schedules are available in the

the bus stop. If you live in the
Transcona or Fort Garry area,
leave now or your parents will
report you missing.
Using your own car is the
easiest mode of travel but is
also the most expensive. You
must apply for a stall for the
parking lots surrounding the
school by picking up an
application at the information
booth across from the
bookstore. What Bookstore
I know that's not funny.
One thing to remember is
you're supposed to have a
better chance at getting a stall
if you are in a gas/car pool.
Don't believe it. The gods who
determine who gets a stall
work in strange ways,
something about a big hat.
Just apply and hope for the

best.
There are three groups of
stalls available;
1. Scramble: exactly as it
sounds, you fight for it.
They are located very far

2.

away and you will freeze
your face in the winter.
($2.00 a month)
Reserved: without a plug.
($4.00 a month)
Reserved: With a plug.
Expensive, but close.
($7.00 a month, not $4.50

as the student ,handbook
says)
Having a stall will give you
the opportunity to wade
through muck and mire in the
springtime, and taste a cruel,
cruel wind in the winter. If you
don't have a plug, you have
the added feature of maybe
not having your car start on a
cold winter day.

LRC gets wired

Now that. I'm here, what do I do?

There are many strange things

The gospel according to Red River
Red River's governing body
is run by a mysterious order of
priests who are consecrated
for service in the church of the
Bureau-Kraat.
High priest of the order is
his Supreme Holiness the Absolutely Wonderful, Brian
Angood. He, together with his
two attendant bishops, Don
Lussier and Ray Newman form
the ruling elite responsible for
overseeing the Bureau-Kraat
priesthood.
The all-powerful tribunal's
sacred vault is located on the
7th floor of C tower, the level
in the college nearest the gods
and furthest from the students. No one knows what strange
rituals are performed there.
Because the tribunal's
chambers are so close to the
heavens, it is not an uncommon event for its members to
be totally ignorant of events
occuring at a more earthly
level. Indeed, high priest
Angood shows himself so
rarely that it is considered a
sign of divine favour if a
student should catch a glimpse
of him. However, few are
blessed with this honour.
In addition to the tribunal,
lesser priests are scattered
throughout the college in selfcontained, independent cells
known as 'departments'.
These priests are grateful to
Bureau-Kraat for providing
them with comfortable jobs
and worship him by creating a
myriad of rules, ambiguities,
excuses and delays. This is
known as the 'Rite of the Red
Tape,' a vital element in the
Bureau-Kraat religion.
However, if you challenge
the doctrine of this strange
religion you may be charged
with heresy — a crime punishable by excommunication.
Do not resist the priesthood's

Wining and dining
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the computer age with the
an
introduction of

The college has a number of
eating places, serving a variety
of meals, some of which are
edible.
Actually, the cafeterias

HOURS

offer students a fairly good
deal in terms of prices, which
are considerably cheaper than
either of the two universities.
Buffalo Place-Located
between buildings A and C, at
the mall level.

TODAY

The buff is mainly an area
for fast foods, offering
breakfast, hot and cold
dinners along with deliciously
fattening pasteries essential
for a coffee break.
One of the unique features
of the Bliff are its pastery
sales; usually held at the end
of normal school hours, where
all sorts of goodies can be had
for a pittance.

His holiness, the absolutely wonderful Brian Angood
power; its grip upon the individual is total.
If you have a grievance over
an unfair mark, you may
resort to the academic appeal
board. However, its long and
convoluted process guarantees
that only the most resolute will
survive. Use the board only as
a last resort.
If you feel sleighted in any
other area you could try the
following approaches:
* Confess to your department head: It will not
help your case, most department heads being
mere paper-pushers, but

the discussion is good
therapy and will help

ease your tensions.
Complain to the SA: This
group, however, is often
timid in championing the
cause of the grieving student. This is not surprising, considering the SA's
business manager who
represents students on
many key committees,
also works closely with
the administration.
Scream: Maybe- the
sounds of your frustrated
anguish will be heard by
the elite in C tower.

The Cave-• A haven for
pinball addicts, and CAP
students sweating over
unsolvable programs, the
Cave is also the place where
Heavy Metal enthusiasts go
for their daily fix.
The minute you walk into
the Cave, one hundred
decibals of sound assault your
senses from the student
broadcasting station, CMOR,
located next door.
The Cave does have vending
machines, but is designated
mostly for brownbaggers.
The Voyageur- For a
slightly more classy
atmosphere, try the Voyageur,
which provides full course
meals at cheap prices. This is

in the universe,• but few are
stranger than the LRC.
For reasons known only to
the Bureau-Kraats, the library
was dubbed with the esoteric
title of "Learning Resources
Centre."
Never, ever should you use
the word "library" around the
college or else ....
This year, the LRC enters

- if pm
TOMORROW
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information retrieval terminal
and on-line search system.
According to Public
Services librarian Donna
Strike, the new terminal will
give the user immediate and
rapid access to books and
audio-visual material carried
by the LRC. she says the new
terminal's efficiency will
eventually render the card
catalogue system obsolete.
The on-line search system
complements the retrieval
terminal by permitting access
to literally millions of
published articles stored in a

in
central
computer
California.
The only snag in the system
is that is access is limited only
to instructors and library
staff.
But Strike says there is a
chance students may get access
to the system in January if
arrangements are made where
students can be billed for the
system's use.
The major problem in the
system is that royalties must be
paid of using information
stored in the master computer;
the cost depending on the type
of information retrieved and
the computer time used.
However, money paid for
the use of the computer goes
to a good cause in the
Missile
Lockheed
Corporation. They're the
same folks who brought you
the cruise missile and other
best sellers.
In addition to the computer
wonders, the LRC offers its
traditional feast of benefits.
One of the centre's primary

assets is an audio-visual centre

featuring a variety of films,
slides, projectors, and tape
decks which can be booked for
college-related purposes at no
extra cost to the students.
Another feature offered is
the large collection of
specialized magazines and
journals related to courses
taught in the college.
But the most popular
attraction of all is the
comfortable chairs which
permit students to slumber in
peace. However, excessive
noise levels may occasionally
disrupt contemplations.
The librarians are reluctant
to tell students to be quiet so
silence in the LRC becomes an

individual matter of respecting
another person's right to
privacy and quiet.
If some obnoxious cretin
disrupts your peace and quiet,
feel free to ask them to shut
up. If they fail to comply,
shoot them. (with a silencer of
course.)

Used book exchange
Selling

the place frequented by most
of the faculty members.
It's located upstairs between
building A and B, on the first
floor.
Assiniboia Inn-This is Red
River's elite restaurant which
features some excellent
luncheon buffets along with
full evening dining during
winter months. The Assiniboia
Inn offers high class dining
without the expensive price tag
associated with quality
restaurants.
Hotel Restaurant and Chef
training students train here
and do their best to provide
good food and service. It is
highly recommended.
Evening dining starts in

1. Books should be current
editions hardcover texts in
good condition (ie. without

January but be forewarned to
make reservations early as it is
always popular with both
faculty and students.

missing pages or writing in the
margins) The management
appreciates your honesty in
bringing in only' the most
recent textbook editions. If

The Green& Gold- This
little hotspot is nestled on the
mall level down . the hallowed
halls beneath building B. Also
known for its pinball machines
and vending machines, the
Green & Gold is named after
the color of the food and the
of the
color
walls,
respec tively.
Actually the Green & Gold
offers the best of both worlds,
with its junk food machines in
the corner and its home-made
goods in the kitchen. Rumor
has it, the food's the best at
the Green & Gold.

you are still thinking of

bringing in your older
brother's 1969 accounting
text, forget it; the staff are
well-seasoned veterans
familiar with most of the texts
currently in use.
2. When the bookstore accepts
your books they will issue a
voucher acknowledging
reciept. After the books are
sold, a government cheque is
mailed to the original owner;

if they are not sold, you have
until the end of the following
month to claim them.

buying
1. Used books are offered on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
The choice is yours. All books
are clearly marked with a
"used" sticker, and if you're
not too fussy about quality,
the used copy should suffice.
2. No refunds!
3. If the bookstore doesn't
offer you the choice of a used
copy it means that you're fresh
out of luck , and will be

surviving on, peanut butter
sandwiches a little earlier this
year.

by Phil Montt, Vila Koski ad ANN MNIaM
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The Kids are coming

Tremendous trio

This band needs little
introduction. Locally, they
have had a strong following
for the past five years.
Originally known as
Cambridge, The Queen City
Kids have long been popular
on the bar circuit.
The reason for this is easily
understood. The Kids'. stage
show is high voltage rock
delivered with polish. They are
known for their tight
instrumental arrangements
and blazing vocal harmonies.
The Kids' punchy sound has
been developing for more than
a decade. From Regina, the
members met in public school
and formed the band when
they were all around 11. Their
amazing staying power paid
off, producing a group of
highly seasoned rockers who
are all only in their early '20's.
Their debut LP, titled "The
Queen City Kids," has a
healthy following and has held

The Queen City Kids will be rocking at Red River September 18.

Arthur -

the number One position on
CITI FM's music charts. Their
excellent composing and
songwriting abilities were
demonstrated with the bullet
from the album, "Excitement
of Love. ir
The energy of The Queen
City Kids is made up by Kevin
Fyhn on guitar and vocals,
Alex Chuaqui on guitar,
keyboards and vocals, John
Donnelly on bass and Jeff
Germain on percussion.

Closer by Joy Division

Dudley Moore and Lisa Minnelli an unbeatable pair in this high class comedy

While Arthur can buy
momentary, and even daylong fun with his never-ending
supply of money, it is made
obvious that, alas, money
can't buy true happiness.
Written and directed by
Steve Gordon, - Arthur is not as
light and frivolous as it might
first seem.

Gordon, like the comedy
masters Charlie Chaplin and
Woody Allen, has derived his
comedy from the frailties and
emotions of every day life.
Arthur, played superbly by
Dudley Moore, is an
enormously rich New Yorker
who has, besides his drinking,
as many problems as anybody
else does, but who manages to
keep one step ahead of them
because of his wealth. In the
movie, Arthur finally loses

WHEN THESE
GIRLS RAISE HELL ...
THEWS THE DEVIL
TO PAY!

Fri. Sept. 11 .To Sun. Sept. 13

WOODY
ALLEN
Double Feature
Tues. Sept. 15 To
Thurs. Sept. 17

Monthly Calendar
Available
in
t 646 Main
943-8261,

topple Goliath?
Were you given the opportunity to say "1 told you so"
when Harry Truman became the 32nd U.S. president?
Did you run around screaming "You gotta believe"
after the Mets won the '69 World Series?
Do you cheer for the Winnipeg Jets?

If your answer to one or more of these questions is
"Well, uh ... yeah," theFree Times wants and neeeeds
you.
You may consider yourself a budding journalist, a
production artist of sorts, or just a plan old crusader for
truth and justice for humankind.
And you're already getting excited just thinking about
it, aren't you? You feel the uncontrollable urge to thrust
a clenched fist skyward. You know what you want for
yourself and the rest of the RRCC student populus.
Well, the Free Times and you can do it as a bastion of
freedom, through a co-operative effort in the name of
all which is good and correct.
Come to Room F-109 Wednesdays at noon and fight for
the little guy.

Elias, Schritt & Bell are
returning to Red River this
Friday to entertain us at the
student welcoming rally to be
held in the Courtyard.
Don't miss this group! Last
April the Tower Lounge overflowed each lunch hour to enjoy the trio, who perform
original and cover material.
The melodic trio is composed of Tim Elias on lead
guitar and vocals, Steve Bell
on acoustic guitar, bass and
vocals, and John Schritt on
flute, saxophone and back-up
vocals.
Past months have seen
many additions to the group,
Drummer Gordie Osland and
Bassist Garry Stefaniuk (from
Graham Shaw) have joined the
band, plus guitarist Paul
O'Neal and percussionist Paul
Cerille. Unfortunately,. due to
lack of Student Association
funding we will not be seeing
the entire line-up.

Schritt and Bell performing in the Tower Lounge
last April.
tists as Seals and Crofts, Joni
Mitchell and the Eagles) a gentle and sensitive interpretation. Added to this are several
impressive original songs,
written separately and
together by Elias and Bell.
Two of these originals,
"Jennie" and "It Hasn't
Changed" will be featured on
Q-94's "Mainstream" album,
scheduled for release in midSeptember. Other artists per-

forming on the album will be
Club 939, Vertigo, Gerry St.
Cyr, Sweetwater Creek and
Francine Kersh.
Together with these groups,
Elias, Schritt and Bell will be
performing at a social to be
held September 20th at the St.
Boniface Cultural Centre. If
you would like to see the new
edition of the band you can
catch them then.

Good times- for all
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Dudley Liza John
Moore Minneill Gielgud
"Arthur"

that step and must face up to
himself and the realities of
life.
It is hard to decide who has
the best lines, Arthur, or his
splendidly snobby and
arrogant butler Hobson,
played by British actor John
Gielgud.
While this is a Dudley
Moore vehicle, Moore often
becomes the straight man for
Gielgud as the two soft-shoe
and side-step in the spotlight
with New York as their stage.
Gielgud unwittingly
becomes Moore's surrogate
father, admonishing and
encouraging him on to better
things, as well as being a
protective mother-figure in his
dealings with women;

particularly
with
Liza
Minnelli, who plays a poor
waitress living with her
unemployed father.
Despite the deluge of
humor, the movie's strong
points are the sarcastic, yet
tender relationships that
develop between Gielgud and
both Moore and Minnelli.
It is to director Gordon's
credit that these often sad and
touching scenes do not slow
down the tempo; instead they
push it to new highs.
As a light-hearted comedy
alone, Arthur is a hit. As a
humorous look at life, it's a
smash!

This album is strange ...
Voted the second most popular group in the U.K. this year
by New Music Express, Joy Division defies classification. The
L.P. jacket, featuring a Jesus-like figure stretched out on a
funeral slab lets you know you're in for something
unexpected.
The music, somewhere between the Doors and the
Stranglers, is not credited to any songwriter. There are no
song titles, no musicians' names, no side 1 or 2, and no information on where or when the album was recorded. The
only information given is the producer's name, (Martin
Hannett) as well as the album and group's name. But this is
definitely an album that invites further investigation. At first
listen you may shake your head and wonder what all the fuss
is about, but this is an L.P. that requires and deserves many
listens.
The production is unconventional. The drums and bass are
mixed in the forefront to create simple hypnotic patterns.
Guitar and keyboards are used atmospherically to embellish
the patterns, the rhythym section lays down. The effect is
entrancingly dramatic.
The clincher arrives with the voice of lead singer and songwriter Ian Curtis. With Jim Morrison-inspired vocals, Curtis
begins to unravel what may be the purpose of the album, his
own eulogy. Because Curtis, searching for his destiny, had
only discovered an empty existence. It is apparent he saw life
as being useless and self-indulgent. (unimportant compared
to higher planes of realization).
Shortly after the release date of Closer, Curtis took his own
life by hanging. A chilling end to a brief, yet brilliant career.
The suicide may have been the artistic application of living
out his vision through his own demise.
Thankfully the story doesn't end here. The remaining
group members (Steve Morris - drums, Peter Hook - bass
guitar and Bernard Albrecht - lead guitar and synthesizer)
have decided to stay together, dropping the name Joy
Division. Only time will tell if the new band, appropriately
named The New Order, can match their past achievements.
Closer was an intelligent and existential statement on life, but
one hopes the surviving three members of Joy Division will
find some brightness in the bleak world they inhabit.

by Kathi Thorarinson

Are you one of those people who always roots
for the underdog?
Did you feel deep down in your heart that David could

by Kathi Thorarinson

Winnipeg's fall entertainment getting underway

by Bruce Johnson

"The most fun money can way in the hilarious summer
buy," reads the ad for Arthur, hit showing at the Polo Park
and at first glance it seems that Cinema

by Kathi Thorarinson

But Elias, Schritt and Bell as
a three-piece , are far from
disappointing. Their performance is highlighted by exceptional vocalization and superior muscianship. They give
their cover tunes (by such ar-

A billion dollars, a billion laughs

Disc uss
Polygram Records

by Kathi Thorarinson

The Canadian renowned
group, The Queen City
Kids, will be Red River's guests
at the first social of the year,
on September 18th.
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Welcome to the Good of casting players for their new
Times.
play, Tribute which opens
We'd like to invite you to September 20th. As well as
share some good times with us excellent performances, Stage
by coming out and getting West's fine supper menu is a
involved in the entertainment draw in itself.
Prairie Theatre Exchange,
section of the events that will
be happening on campus this formerly Manitoba Theatre
year. Good Times needs Workshop, is dedicated to
people to keep a finger on the mounting professional enterspectacular entertainment in tainment. This year they will
Winnipeg. This involves produce eight plays, four for
reviewing or intery iewing your adults, one for teenagers and
favorite artists, movies, plays, three for children. The first
of
bands and just about anything play, The Women
else in the entertainment field Margaret Lawrence will
begin November 4th.
you can think of.
You should try it, you'll like
it. Writing reviews, besides
A controversial musical play
being exciting gives you an about sex, Let My People
excuse to go out on the town Come is scheduled at the
and watch a band or a movie Playhouse from September
and to take your mind off 15th to the 20th. The
homework for a while.
Playhouse will also 'present
These are just a few events Veryovka, a Ukrainian dance
to look forward to, the list troupe, from September 14th
grows constantly:
to 16th.
Manitoba Theatre Centre
has an exciting season coming
Speaking of dancing, The
the
on
Encore Brel
Royal Winnipeg Ballet's first
up, with
Mainstage and The Gin Game performance this year is
at the Warehouse. Jacques Romeo and Juliet. It will run
Brel Is Alive and Well and from September 3rd to
Living in Paris was one of October 4th.
Winnipeg's favorite shows in
The Contemporary Dancers
1973 and 1975 and Encore Brel
promises to delight. The Gin I will be performing Marathon
Game was awarded the which is described as being a
dedication to the indomitable
Pulitzer Prize in 1978.
Stage West is in the process human spirit through dance,

music and film. This innovative collage debuts on the 23rd
of September and plays to the
26th.
Star Kommand is bringing
in Leon Redbone on the 12th
and Garry U S Bonds on the
30th. Both concerts will be at
the Playhouse.
The month of September is
full of excitement with The
Winnipeg Symphony
Orchestra. On September 11th
and 12th they will begin their
Masterworks series with two
concerts conducted by FranzPaul Decker, and later on the
18th two will be conduced by
Kenneth Schermerhorn. On
the 25th and 26th a concert
presenting the works of.
Tchaikovsky will be featured,
conducted by Otto-Werner
Mueller. For variety, Opening
Pops Spectacular will play
September 20th.
The Winnipeg Art Gallery
has many diffcient displays
and films planned for this
month, too numerous to
mention.
So come down to F109
'Wednesday at noon and find
out more about the
adventurous life of an
entertainment writer for the

Grab A Clean Sheet!

TOGA NITE!
Wednesday, Sept. 9

Where Friendships Begin
. . . And The Nightlife
Never Ends
.

Free Times.
Hope to see you there.

109 Princess
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Rebels rake in the dough
by Jim Bender

Bombers are risking their investment

Sports
Comment

by Jim Bender

by Jim Bender
The 1981-82 Red River
Community College varsity
athletics should continue to
develop the promise shown
last year.
With the boost in its budget
from the provincial
government ($140,000) and
the Students' Associationinduced sports levy (about
$80,000), the sports
department head Roy Pollock
should have an easier time
hiring new coaches to replace
those who left last year.
The money will be used for
more extensive travel for the
varsity teams to meet stiffer
Last year's coaches: John Loxton, Bernard Jones,
competition to hone Red River
Kevin Diehl, Barb Francis and Don Kusano.
talents.
Priority on Pollock's list
Besides the men's volleyball
Last fall, coach Diehl pulled
will probably go to replacing
the Rebel hockey team out of
departed men's volleyball team fine showing last year,
coach Don Kusano. The new the mixed curling team won a the bush (Manitoba
coach will have big shoes to fill silver medal and the men's Assiniboia) league of goons.
as Kusano took his Rebels to team won the bronze at the Diehl attempted to establish a
new league for this year, but
an unexpected second-place Four West Championship.
finish in the national finals in The men's doubles badminton plans were still in limbo at the
team also wou a bronze at the end of last year.
Nova Scotia last year.
With Pollock, Varsity
Kusano left the door open championship.
The men's basketball team Athletic Director (of the thra te
for returning to the college this
showed vast improvement -Manitoba communit.,
year in some capacity.
"Who knows? Maybe I'll under the tutelage of Bernard colleges) Jac .c Rutherford and
try coaching curling next Jones and may even step into Sports Director Donna Faryon
the city's top division this running the show, the sports
year," Kusano said.
year.
department is in good hands.
The likeable and talented
The women's volleyball
Red River sports fans can
coach expressed some regret in
team showed promise under look forward to another
leaving.
coach Barb Francis and great entertaining and successful
thing's are expected of them year.
"I've made a lot of friends
this year.
here and I'm going to miss
women's
the
Only
them, especially the team, ' r he
A beleagured June Graham
basketball team seemed to
said.
ran the entire intramural
falter last year after showing
sports program last year.
flashes of brilliance under
Other coaches Pollock may
Graham's exhaustive efforts
coach Sandy McBride. Last
be looking for include the
provided over 1000 college
year's team members pointed
hockey and curling coaches.
students with chances to
out that some Albertan teams.
Hockey coach Kevin Diehl
participate in intramural
left. Pollock took over curling
gave the incentive of paying volleyball, scooter hockey,
duties when last year's coach
the tuition of members that badminton, basketball, floor
J ohn Loxton left half-way
made the team. Alberta always hockey, golf, co-ed volleyball
through the year.
fielded top teams on the court.
and a major curling bonspiel.
In addition, Graham
organized cribbage
tournaments and attempted to
initiate a backgammon
tourney that never got off the
ground.
A flag football league that
Graham organized fell
through because no personnel
were available to mark out the
football field.
Obviously in need of help,
the intramural sports
personnel are wondering why
cannot get more financial
land physical help.
With the bulk of over
S200,000 going to enhance the
varsity sports program,
have been left out
lin the cold.
tin
An there are grumblings
that the intructors' time is
already stretched to the limit,
but the college refuses to grant
teaching credit to qualified
instructors who are willing and
available to help out.
"THE FACTORY WELCOMES BACK
As a result of this, the
RED RIVER STUDENTS & STAFF"
successful intramural sports .
,program could take a
943-2433
nosedive.
291 Bannatyne

WE'RE MORE
THAN JUST

SPAGHETTI!

A Taste You Can Remember
At A Price
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You Can Forget.
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If you care about your money and have a distinct fondness for
hanging on to as much of it, for as long as you can, don't pass
off the amount you just paid for the sports levy this year.
A year ago, you din't have to pay the two dollars a month that
could add up to a healthy $40 for two, ten-month terms.
On your way to the bookstore to buy overpriced books that
you will probably not bother to look at after th•year is through,
stop by the Students' Association office and thank them for
adding to your financial burden unnecessarily.
The SA that you will probably grow to love somewhere in the
bowels of your heart before the year is over, will excitedly
inform you that the money you are being asked to pay is being
well spent to enhance the college's sports program.
They will probably tell you how much the college sports
program needs a financial shot in the arm to improve the quality
of coaching (or to keep the good coaches they do have around)
and improve the sports image of the college. And they will be
right.
What they won't tell you is that a bare minimum of this levy
will go into the intramural sports program. While an
overworked and harried June Graham carries on a one-woman
intramural sports program, varsity athletics will receive the bulk
of the sports levy.
This means that the bulk of the money you paid in the form of
an athletic fee (council didn't consult students before the fee was
passed along) will be going to varsity athletics.
Unless you are one of the elite who will be playing on one of
RRCC's talented varsity teams, you will be getting next to
nothing from your $40 contribution.
Red River's varsity teams did an excellent job of representing
the college last year. The men's volleyball team, the mixed
curling team, the men's basketball team and the badminton
teams all made a good showing of themselves in the provincial,
Four-West and national championships.
However, the teams could use more financial support,
especially in the area of recruiting coaches where Red River has
trouble every year. For example, the college lost one of its fines
coaches in Don Kusano of the men's volleyball team last year
With pockets lined a little thicker with green paper, Kusano may
have stayed.
There is no denying that the varsity teams do need the extra
financial attention they are finally receiving.
However, there is absolutely no reason why you should be
forced to pay an extra levy to cover this need.
The University of Manitoba is embroiled in controversy over
its own sports levy. However, the controversy there lies in how
much of the students' fees already determined will go towards
sports and the new complex the university is building. This
sports levy is already included in the students' fees.
The RRCC sports levy is tacked on to the existing students'
fees.
The university students were given a referendum on the matter
at their campus, while Red River Students were not even
consulted. The choice that the students at the U of M made was
either a S3 or a $5 levy per student PER YEAR. Compare that to
the $20 you are paying.
The RRCC S t udents' Association will probably plead its case
saying that there are more students, therefore more money at the
U of M, and that the collegeis always mistreated and how it so
desperately needs the money.
In the meantime, one or two of you might notice televisio
monitors hidden in upper corners about the college. This totally
unnecessary television system might give the college an air o
modernization, however the same SA that laments the lack o f
funds available for sports programs has installed a TV system a t
a cost of $30,000 to students.
Two summers ago, the SA drew up elaborate plans of how
they would pay for the television system. Obviously, the well
structured plans engineered by intelligent Busines
Administration students and an eager business manager worked .
But, one cannot help wondering why this intelligence was no t
used to devise an elaborate plan for creating the much-neede
funding for the college's sports programs.
The answer is obvious. Why bother? Let the students pa
more.

The 1981 Saskatchewan
Roughriders are rejuvenating
under the duo quarterback
system of cast-offs John
Hufnagel (Calgary) and Joe
Barnes (Montreal).
Calgary coach Ardell
Wiegandt has won two CFL
games by replacing starter Ken
Johnson with backup Bruce
Threadgill.
Toronto Argonauts didn't
hesitate to yank Condredge
Holloway, despite his hefty
salary, and give Tom Rosantz
a chance to play Moses for the
lowly boatmen.
The Ottawa Roughriders
interchanged
have
two
nobodies at the
quarterbacking position all
year.
Even in Montreal, Alouette
backup Gerry Dattillio has
subbed for the vaunted Vince
Ferragamo who probably
wishes he were still tossing
balls for the Los Angeles
Rams.
Grey Cup Champions
Edmonton Eskimos have
proven what a solid twoquarterback system can mean
for the success of the team.
Already the Eskimoes are
grooming Brian Broomell to
back up Warren Moon
whenever veteran Tom
Wilkinson decides to become a
spectator.
B.C.Lions'
Joe
Only
Paopao, Hamilton Tiger Cats'
Tom Clements and the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers'
Dieter Brock are carrying the
entire burden of
quarterbacking duties for their
teams.
B.C. head coach Vic Rapp
and Hamilton head coach
Frank Kush have had no
reason to pull their starting
signal callers as both teams sit

THE

BLACK
KNIGHT
Exotic Dancers
12:30, 1:00, 5:00
and 6:00
Monday to Friday
Jamboree - Fri-Sat.
2:30 - 6:00
Dancers Every
Half-Hour
Open Every Day
And Night With The
Best In Band
Entertainment
it it * * * * * * * * it*

on top of their respective
conferences.
However, Bomber head
coach Ray Jauch has been
playing the role of reluctant
coach.
J auch has a • unique
situation in Winnipeg. General
manager Earl Lunsford paid
an unhappy, semi-crippled
Brock an exorbitant salary so
he could stand back and zing
passes to an impressive
collection of receivers that
include Mike Holmes and Joe
Poplawski.
However, despite almost
bankrupting the team to sign
the Alabaman Rifle, the team
has shown an incredible lack
of willingness to protect their
investment.
For example, in the
Bombers first encounter with
Edmonton this year, Winnipeg
built a 30-point lead by
halftime. For some strange
reason, coach Jauch decided
to keep Brock in the game for
the entire second half.
While eluding a suddenly
fierce Edmonton rush, Brock
could only lead the offence to
three points against a defence
that seemed to have him
figured out in the second half.
In the meantime, Edmonton
threw a scare into the Big Blue
while they were corgratulating
themselves on the sidelines.

•

press

THE AIRLINER
MOTOR HOTEL
Soon to offer the best in
guest comfort With our
New modern facilities

second encounter
with
Winnipeg, .Mauch refused to
pull Brock again - despite the
fact that the game was already
lost.
Only the ferocious Eskimo
defence forced Brock out of
the game with an injury.
Jackson responded by
leading the team to its only
touchdown.
Jauch says Brock thrives on

work and is such• a fierce.
competitor that he always goes
all-out.
A nd there are games where
Brock seems to try too hard.
It takes a certain amount of
guts to risk bruising the ego of
your star quarterback for the '
good of the team.
Perhaps that is why Ray
Jauch will continue to be the
reluctant oach.

Ah You and Glen Weir who
have put more than one
quarterback out of
commission. Even Ferragamo
left the game before Brock
did.
his
Jauch
continued
reluctance to pull Brock in a
lacklustre effort against the
Calgary Stampedes, resulting
in the second Bomber defeat
of the season.
While Edmonton was
relishing its revenge in its

COLES the book people

Secondly, Jauch had the
option of going to rollout
quarterback Mark Jackson
who proved to be of CFL
calibre during his stint in
Toronto.

INDEPENDENT
JEWELLERS
Exciting Collection of
Columbia DiamondEngagement Rings
Special offer to
students only —

25% OFF REG.
PRICE OF DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT RINGS

ALL
DICTIONARIES
Sale ends September 30,1981
AP
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By inserting Jackson against
an Edmonton defence that
seemed to have Brock figured
out, Jauch could have crossed
up the Edmonton defence and
the Eskimo coaching staff.
This may have prevented
Edmonton from staging the
comeback that so thoroughly
rattled the Bombers that they
were devastated 28-10 in their
next meeting.
For some strange reason,
Jauch repeated his mistake
during Winnipeg's finest hour
in the 58-2 romp against
Montreal Alouweatites d.
waited
until
Winnipeg had built a 40-2 lead
before giving Jackson some
action. In the meantime, he
rthisakteidnclurodcekd all-sintasrt sajdu enfieonr ce

Jauch's reluctance to pull
Brock in that game had several
implications. First, Jauch
unnecessarily risked life and
limb of his high-salaried
number one quarterback
against the fiercest rush in the
CFL.

now appearing:
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Independent
Jewellers Ltd.
493 Notre Dame
774-5544
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